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Abstract. There are several ways of formulating the uncertainty principle for the Fourier
transform on Rn. Roughly speaking, the uncertainty principle says that if a function f is
'concentrated' then its Fourier transform f cannot be 'concentrated' unless f is identically
zero. Of course, in the above, we should be precise about .what we mean by 'concentration'.
There are several ways of measuring 'concentration' and depending on the definition we get
a host of uncertainty principles. As several authors have shown, some of these uncertainty
principles seem to be a general feature of harmonic analysis on connected locally compact
groups. In this paper, we show how various uncertainty principles take form in the case of
some locally compact groups including R', the Heisenberg group, the reduced Heisenberg
group and the Euclidean motion group of the plane.
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1. Introduction
There are several ways of formulating the uncertainty principle for the Fourier
transform on R n. R o u g h l y speaking, the uncertainty principle says that if a function
f is 'concentrated' then its Fourier transform f cannot be concentrated unless
f is identically zero. O f course, in the above, we should be precise a b o u t what we
mean by 'concentration'. There are several ways of measuring 'concentration' and
depending on the definition we get a host of uncertainty principles. As has been
shown in [1], [ 2 1 [4], [9], [12], [13], [17] etc, some of these uncertainty principles
seem to be a general feature of h a r m o n i c analysis on connected locally c o m p a c t
groups. We continue these investigations in this paper to see how various uncertainty
principles take form in the case of some locally compact groups including R n, the
Heisenberg group, the reduced Heisenberg g r o u p and the Euclidean m o t i o n g r o u p
of the plane. In a forthcoming paper [14] we consider semi-simple Lie groups and
also more general eigenfunction expansions on a manifold with respect to some
elliptic operator.
O n e way of measuring concentration is by considering the decay of the function at
infinity. In this context, a theorem of H a r d y for the Fourier transform on R says the
following:

Theorem 1. (Hardy) Suppose f is a measurable function on R such that
If(x)l ~< Ce -~'2,

If(01 ~< Ce =p~2, x, ~ea

(1.1)
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where ~, fl are positive constants. If ~tfl > 88then f = 0 a.e. If ctfl < 88there are infinitely
many linearly independent functions satisfying (1. l) and if ~tfl = 88then f (x) = Ce-~x2.
For a proof of the above theorem see [3]. A more general theorem due to Beurling,
from which Hardy's theorem can be deduced, can be found in [10]. In this paper we
establish an analogue of the above theorem for the Heisenberg group ~ , (see w2 for
the precise formulation). We also prove Hardy's theorem in the case of R n, n/> 2 and
show that though the exact analogue for the reduced Heisenberg group fails, a slightly
modified version continues to hold. In the final section we prove an analogue of
Hardy's theorem for the Euclidean motion group of the plane.
Another natural way of measuring 'concentration' is in terms of the supports of the
function f and its Fourier transform f. If f is non-trivial and compactly supported
then f extends to an entire function, and so f cannot have compact support.
A non-trivial extension of this result due to Benedicks [1] says: If f e L l ( R ") is such
that m{x:f(x) ~ 0} < ~ and m { r
~ 0} < ~ then f = 0 a.e. Here m stands for the
Lebesgue measure on R*. This result of Benedicks has been extended in [2], [12], [4]
etc. to a wide variety of locally compact groups. In particular, one has the following
result for the Heisenberg group:
Theorem 2. (Price-Sitaram) Let f e L t t~L2(9~,). Suppose that m{teR: f(z, t ) ~ 0} < oo
for a.e. z e C n and m{2eR*:f(2) r 0} < o0. Then f = 0 a.e.
In the above f(2) stands for the group Fourier transform on ~ n and R* means
R\{0}. Roughly speaking, the above theorem says that if f e L 2 ( ~ n ) is concentrated
in the t direction then f(2) cannot be concentrated. It is the concentration in the
t direction, not that in the z direction, which forces the spreading out of the Fourier
transform. In fact, as was shown by Thangavelu in [.17], we can have L 2 functions
with compact support in the z variable for which f is also compactly supported.
The special role played by the t variable in the above theorem (as well as in our
Hardy's theorem in w2) should not come as a surprise. The Fourier transform on ~r ~,
is more or less the Euclidean Fourier transform as far as the t variable is concerned.
If one goes through the proof of the above theorem, one observes that it is a consequence of the corresponding theorem for the Euclidean Fourier transform in the
t variable.
In view of the preceding remarks one would like to have an analogue of the above
theorem which respects the z variable. We formulate and prove such a theorem in w3.
We will show that when f has compact support in the z variable then f(A) (as an
operator) cannot have 'compact support'. We will give a precise meaning to this
statement in w3.
We now turn our attention towards quantitative versions of the uncertainty
principle, namely uncertainty inequalities. The classical Heisenberg-Pauli-Weyl
uncertainty inequality for the Fourier transform on R" says that
IIf 1124~< C.(Slxl 2lf(x)12dx)(S[~[ 2 JY(012d0 9

(1.2)

For a proof of (1.2) with the precise value of C. we refer to [6]. A version of the
above inequality for the Heisenberg group was established by Thangavelu in [17].
Here we are concerned with local versions of the above inequality for the Heisenberg
group.
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For the Fourier transform on R" one has the following local uncertainty inequality:
For any measurable E c ~n, and 0 < 0 < 89
fE l'~(OI2d~ ~< C~176

fa n [f (x)12lxl2na dx"

(1.3)

An analogue of the above inequality is known on the Heisenberg group. The following
result is proved in [13].

Theorem 3. (Price-Sitaram) Let 0e[0,89
measurable E c R*, one has

Then, for each feLlnL2(,rt~n)

f F tr(f (2)* f (A))d#(2) <~Com(E)2~ f ~r lf (z, t)12ltl2~dz dt.

and

(1.4)

(In the above tr stands for the canonical semifinite trace and d/~ is the Plancherel
measure on ~ - - s e e w2.) Again we observe that the t variable plays a special role. As
in the case of the Euclidean Fourier transform one would like to have an inequality
which is more symmetric in all the variables. In w4 we formulate and prove a local
uncertainty inequality with the right hand side being
,e, If(w)12 Iwl2~

(1.5)

where Iwl 4 = Izl 4 + t 2 and Q = (2n + 2) is the homogeneous dimension of ~'~n. From
the local uncertainty inequality we will also deduce a global inequality similar to the
classical Heisenberg-Pauli-Weyl uncertainty inequality.
Finally, for various facts about the Heisenberg group we refer to the monographs of
Folland [6] and Thangavelu [19]. We closely follow the notations of the latter which
differ from the former by a factor of 2n.

2. Analogues of Hardy's theorem for R" and ~'f%
Before we prove Hardy's theorem for the Heisenberg group, consider the case of R n,
n 1> 2. The proof of Hardy's theorem (for n = 1) depends heavily on complex analysis.
As we have not found a reference in the literature for the higher dimensional case of
Hardy's theorem we take this opportunity to present a proof which follows easily from
the one-dimensional case via the Radon transform.

Theorem 4. Let f be a measurable function on R n and ~t,fl two positive constants.
Further assume that
If(x)l ~< Ce -~lxl2, I.~(01 ~<Ce -alr

x, r

n.

(2.1)

If ~tfl > 88 then f = 0 a.e. If otfl < 88 there are infinitely many linearly independent
solutions for (2.1) and if ~tfl = 88 f is a constant multiple of e -~lxr~.
Proof As mentioned above, we will use theorem 1. So, assume that n >/2. We use the
Radon transform to reduce the problem to the one-dimensional case. Recall that the
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Radon transform Rg of an integrable function y on R ~ is a function of two variables
(o9, s) where o9eS "- 1 and seR and is given by
Rg(~o, s) = (
O(x)dx.
.Ix . t o m s

(2.2)

where dx is the Euclidean measure on the hyperplane x.o9 = s. Actually, for each fixed
o9, the above makes sense for almost all seR which may depend on to. However for
functions with sufficient rapid decay at infinity it makes sense for all s. For various
properties of the Radon transform we refer to [5] and [8].
Our definition of the Fourier transform of a function f on R" is

7(r = f y(x)e'X"dx.

(2.3)

Then it can be easily seen that

37(so9) = (Rf)~ (o9,s)

(2.4)

where seR, og~S ~- 1 and (Rf ) ~ stands for the Fourier transform of R f in the s-variable
alone. From the definition of the Radon transform R f and the relation (2.4), the
conditions on f and 37 translate into conditions on R f and (Rf) ~. For each fixed o9, we
therefore get

IRf(og, r)l <~Ce -~'2,

reN

(2.5)

I(Rf)'(co,~)l ~< Ce -ps2, seR.

(2.6)

By appealing to Hardy's theorem for R we conclude that for ~tfl > 88 Rf(og, .) = 0, for
almost all to. In view. of the inversion theorem for the Radon transform this impliesf = 0
a.e. When a[3 = 88 (Rf)'(og, s)= 37(so9)= A(o9)e - ' 2 where A is a measurable function on
the unit sphere S n- 1. Because feLl(l~'), f is continuous at zero and by taking s--.0 we
obtain A(og)= 37(0). Hence .~(~)=f(0)e -pl~2 so that f(x) = Ce - ~ for some constant C.
If aft < 88 the n-dimensional suitably scaled Hermite functions ~ satisfy (2.1).
We now consider the case of the Heisenberg group J ~ ' , = C ' x R. The
multiplication law of the group .,ag' is given by
r*

(z, t)(w, s) = (z + w, t + s + 89

(2.7)

where z, w e C ~, t, seR. Then .~e becomes a step-two nilpotent Lie group with Haar
measure dzdt. In order to define the group Fourier transform we need to recall some
facts about the representations of the Heisenberg group. For each 2eR*, there is an
irreducible unitary representation nz of ~g, realised on L2(R ~) and is given by

(nz(z, t)~b)(~) = ei~'eiZ~162189162

+ y),

(2.8)

where z = x + iy and ~bEL2(I~'). A theorem of Stone-von Neumann says that all the
infinite dimensional irreducible unitary representations of . ~ are given by n a, ).~R*,
(up to unitary equivalence). The Plancherel measure d/z = 121~d2 is supported on R*.
(There is another family of one-dimensional representations of .,~, which do not play
a role in the Plancherel theorem.)
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Given a function f, say in L 1( ~ . ) , its group Fourier transform f is defined to be the
operator valued function

f(2) = fje f(z, t)na(z, t)dzdt.

(2.9)

(The above integral being interpreted suitably). For each ).~R*, f(2) is a bounded
operator on L2(Rn). A simple calculation shows that f(2) is an integral operator with
kernel g)(~, q) given by
K}(~,r/)= .~ 13f f 2\ ( { +~q ) , r

2) ,

(2.10)

where we have written f(z, t) = f(x, y, t) and ~ 13f stands for the Fourier transform of
f in the first and the third set of variables. For f in L a c~L2(~,) a simple calculation
shows that

IIf(2) II~s = CI21-" fc" 1~3f(z' 2)12dz'

(2.11)

(for a suitable constant C) where [I'IIHsis the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. From this and
the Euclidean-Plancherel theorem, the Plancherel theorem for the Heisenberg group
follows:
t"
IIf I1~ = C. J .

(2.12)

11](2)Ilff~sd~0-),

where d/~(2) = I,~["d2 and C. is a constant depending only on the dimension.
We now state and prove the following analogue of Hardy's theorem for 3/a..

Theorem 5. Suppose f is a measurable function on ~ . satisfying the estimates
[f(z,t)l<~g(z)e -~:,

zeC",

t~R,

IIf(;.)ll.s ~< Ce -#l~12, 2eR*,

(2.13)

(2.14)

where geL 1 c~L 2(C") and ~t,fl are positive constants. Then, if ctfl > 88 f = 0 a.e.; if ctfl < 88
there are infinitely many linearly independent functions satisfying the above estimates.
Proof. For a function f on Of', define f * to be the function f*(z, t) = f ( z , - t) and let
f * 3 f * stand for the convolution of f and f * in the t-variable. Then, a simple
calculation shows that
~, ( f *3f*)(z' t)ei:"dzdt = fc" ~ 3 ( f *3f*)(z' J.)dz
= re" l~3f(z'A)12dz

(2.15)
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which, in view of (2.11), equals C-112l n Ill(2)ll2s

. Define a function h on R by

(2.16)

h(t) = f ( f .zf*)(z,t)dz.
Jc
Then one has
h(2) : C-lIAr" IIf(~)II~s.

(2.17)

Now the conditions (2.13) and (2.14) on f and f translate into the conditions
]h(t)l ~< Ce -(a/2)t2, Ih(2)l ~< Ce -2a'l;q2, t6R,

26R*,

(2.18)

where fl' can be chosen so that c~fl'> 88or < 88according as ~fl > 88or < 88 If ~/~ > 88
then ~fl'> 88 so that Hardy's theorem for R implies that h = 0 a.e. This means
IIf(;t) II~s = 0 for all 2~R* and consequently f = 0 a.e. by the Plancherel theorem for
~ , . If ccfl< 88 then any function of the form O(Z)hk(t) where hk is a suitably scaled
Hermite function satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem.
The following is the exact analogue of Hardy's theorem for o~r
COROLLARY 6

Suppose f is a measurable L X-function on ~,~ff, and
[f(z,t)l <<.Ce -~(Izl2+ltl2), z~C",

t~R

IIf(~)ll~s ~<Ce -pl~12, heR*

(2.19)
(2.20)

for some positive constants o~and ft. I f o~fl> 88 then f = 0 a.e. I f o~fl< 88 then there are
infinitely many such linearly independent functions.
We shall now consider the case of the reduced Heisenberg group ~ . red __
- C n • S 1.
The multiplication law is as in (2.7) except for the understanding that t is a real
number modulo 1. The reduced Heisenberg group ~ c d is also a step two nilpotent
Lie group with Haar measure dzdt where dt denotes the normalized Lebesgue
measure on S 1. For each m~Z* = Z\{0}, there is an irreducible unitary representation
red
~., of o,ug.
realized on L 2 ( Rn) and is defined exactly as in (2.8). As in the case of ~ . , we
get (up to unitary equivalence) that all the infinite dimensional irreducible unitary
representations of ~ a are given by n,,, mEZ*. Apart from this there is a class of one
dimensional representations, na,b, a, b~R" given by

7ga,b(Z,t)=e 2ni(ax+br) for

( z , t ) E ~ r~d.

(2.21)

The dual ~ r can be thought of as the disjoint union of Z* and R 2". The Plancherel
measure is the counting measure on Z* with a weight function Clml" (for a suitable
constant C) and the Lebesgue measure on R 2n. (This is in sharp contrast to the case of
Heisenberg group.)
Given f in L 1(o~r176 we can write

f(z,t)=

~
k = -oo

Wk(Z)e ik'

(2.22)
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as a Fourier series in the central variable t. (Here f can be thought of as the L~-limit of
the Ces~tro means of the right hand side of (2.22).) Hence, as in the case of ~ , , if we
compute the group Fourier transform
meZ* we see that it is an integral
operator with kernel K~(r q) given by

f(m),

Krfl(~,q)=~-~lqJ_,(m(~-~+rl),~-q)

(2.23)

where ~ a ~ _ , , stands for the Fourier transform of qJ_,, in the first set of variables.
Therefore, for f E L ~ c~ L2(~'~ed), a simple calculation shows that

Ill(m) II~s =

Iml-" JI~ x qJ-,,

112=to-), m~Z*.

(2.24)

Remark 7. We will now show by an example that the exact analogue of Hardy's
theorem on ~ e d is not valid. Since t varies over a compact set in this case, one might
be tempted to consider the following analogue of Hardy's theorem:
Suppose f is a measurable Ll-function on g , e d and f satisfies the following
estimates:
If(z, t)l ~ Ce -'t=12, IIf(m) llHs ~ Ce-at'12,

zeC",meZ*,

(2.25)

for positive constants 0t, ft. Then if ctfl > 88 f = 0 a.e.
However, the following demonstrates that this is not the case.
Observe that as f satisfies (2.25), f belongs to L 1 c~L 2(~r
and the series in (2.22)
converges to f in L2-sense. Now take f(z, t) = e-'l=l'eik~, for some keZ*. Using (2.24)
one can see that f is a non-trivial function satisfying the conditions (2.25).
However the following, which can be viewed as a "sort of" uncertainty principle still
holds:
Suppose f is a measurable Ll-function on ~r
satisfying

If(z, t)l ~< ~(z)fl(t),

zeC", teS 1

[[f(m)llHs ~< Ce -~lr"l, m~Z*,

(2.26)
(2.27)

where ~ is any function with reasonably rapid decay at infinity, fl is any function
that vanishes to infinite order at some point to~S 1 and ~, is a positive constant. Then
f = 0 a.e.

Remark 8. Since S 1 is compact the point t o can be "viewed" as the point at infinity and
therefore condition (2.26) can be thought of as the analogue of the decay of the
function at infinity.

3. An uncertainty principle for the Heisenberg group
In this section we formulate and prove an uncertainty principle for the Fourier
transform on the Heisenberg group. In the uncertainty principle stated in theorem 2 as
well as in the analogue of Hardy's theorem the Fourier transform has been considered
as a function of the continuous parameter 2. The properties of the given function f as
a function of the t variable are reflected in f(2) as a function of 2. But if we want to
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investigate how the properties of f as a function of z are affecting f(2) one has to view
the Fourier transform as a function of two parameters, one continuous and the other
discrete.
To justify the above claim let us write down the formula for f(2) when f is a radial
function. In what follows, by a radial function we mean a function which is radial in
the z variable. In order to state the formula we need to introduce some more notation.
For each multi index ct~ ~" let r
stand for the normalized Hermite functions on
R". For 2~R* we let (I)~a(x)= 1;.1"/4~,~(I),11/2x) and define Pk(2) to be the projection of
L2(R ") onto the eigenspace-spanned by {O,a:[~tl= k}. By qh~(r) we denote the scaled
Laguerre function
~o~(r) = L ~n - l{ll~lr2he-(1/4)lXlr2
,~, , ,

(3.1)

L~,-1(0 being the kth Laguerre polynomial of type (n - 1).
Now let f(z, t) be a radial function and write f(r, t) in place of f(z, t) when
Then we have the following formula for the Fourier transform of f :
f(2) = ~ Rk(2,f)Pk(2)

Izl = r.
(3.2)

k=O

where the coefficients Rk()L,f) are given by

Rk(2'f) = C"(k + n - 1)!

(r'2)q)~(r)r2"-Xdr"

(3.3)

In the above f(r, 2) stands for the Fourier transform of f(r, t) in the t-variable and C,
is a constant. From the above formula it follows that we can identify f0-) with the
sequence of functions {Rk(2,f) }. The support properties of f as a function of t are
reflected on the prol~erties of RkO,,f) as a function of 2. Likewise, one expects that the
z support of f will influence the properties of Rk(2,f) as a function of k. We will show
that this is indeed the case.
More generally we consider the Fourier transform f(;t) as a family of linear
functionals F(2,0t) on L2(R n) indexed by (2,ct)eR* x [M". For each (2,~) the linear
functional F(2, ~) is given by
F(2,ct)tp =(q~,f(2)r

q~L2(R").

(3.4)

With the above notations the uncertainty principle stated in theorem 2 can be restated
as follows. Ifm{t:f(z, t) ~ 0} < ov for a.e. z and m{2:F(2, ~) ~ 0} < c~ then f = 0. Now
to state our uncertainty principle let
A(2) = {z:f(z, 2) q: 0}

(3.5)

B(2) = {~:F(2, ct) # 0}.

(3.6)

and

Then we have the following result.

Theorem 9. Suppose f e L 1 t~L2(~n) is such that m(A(2)) < ov and B(2) is finite for a.e.
2eR*. Then f = O.
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Before going into the proof of the theorem we make the following remarks
concerning the statement of the theorem. If there exists a compact set K c C"
such that f(z,t)= 0 whenever zC~K and teR then it follows that A(2) is compact
for each 2 and hence re(A(2))< ~ is satisfied. The condition B(2) is finite simply
means that f ( ) . ) ~ # 0
only for finitely many ~ and consequently there is a
k = k ( 2 ) such that f(;t)Pj(2)=0 for all j > k . Let Ska be the span of {@~:10tL=k}.
Then it has been observed by Geiler in [7] that S~ are the analogues of the spheres
Ixl = r in R". In other words we can think of Ska as a sphere in LZ(l~") of radius
(2k + n)l;.',. This view has turned out to be fruitful in other problems also as can be
seen from [ 18].
Thus we can let Bk~ to be the span of {~:1~1 ~<k} which is the analogue of a ball in
R" and the condition f(;OPj(2)=0 for j > k simply means that f ( 2 ) = 0 in the
orthogonal complement of B~ in L2(R"). Let us say that f(;t) has compact support in
B~ when the above holds. With this definition we can restate the above theorem in the
following form.
Theorem 10. Let f ~ L l n L 2 ( ~ , ) . Suppose for each 2 the Fourier transform f(2)
is compactly supported, Then 7(., 2) cannot have compact support for each 2 unless

f=O.
We now come to the proof of theorem 9. We need to use some facts about the
special Hermite expansions for which we refer the reader to [19]. If f e L 2 ( C ") then we
have the expansion

f=(2r0-" ~ fXOk.

(3.7)

k=O

-(x/4)l~12 and f x ~ok stands for the twisted

In the above ~ok(z)=LT,-l(89
convolution

( f x tpk)(Z) = ;c f(z -- w)tpk(w)e(i/2)im(z'W)dw.

(3.8)

The functions ~ok are eigenfunctions of the operator
L=-A+41z[2-i

~
j=x

xj ~y~ - Yi

(3.9)

with eigenvalues (2k + n) and f ~ f x tpk is the projection of L2(C ") onto the k-th
eigenspace of the operator L. We also have for any m

L~'(f x tpk) = (2k + n)mf x q9k

(3.10)

arid in view of the orthogonality the relation
IIL=f

II2 = (2~)- 2n ~

(2k + n)TM IIf x ~0k II2.

k=0

We need the following proposition in order to prove theorems 9 and 10.

(3.11)
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PROPOSITION 1 l

Suppose f~L2(C n) is such that [[f x (P,[[2 ~<Ce-~2k+~l for some ~ > O. Then f is real
analytic.
Proof. By the Sobolev's embedding theorem it is easy to see that f is in C~176

We
want to apply an elliptic regularity theorem of Kotak6-Narasimhan to prove the
proposition (see [11], theorem 3.8.9). In view of their theorem it suffices to show that
for any positive integer m
[[Lmf 112~< M m+ '(2m)!

(3.12)

holds with some constant M. Under the assumption on f, the relation (3.11) gives
[[Lmf[[2 ~<(2~) -zn ~ (2k + n)2me -2~t2k+n~.

(3.13)

k=O

The series can be estimated by

f o~t2m e- 2~ dt

(3.14)

0

which gives the estimate
IIL=f 112
2 ~< C2ra+ 1(2m)!

(3.15)

which is more than what we need.
Now we can give proofs of theorems 9 and 10. Define a radial function Gi(z, t) by

Gj(z, t) = f ~ e-iXte-~t/2)~2tp~(z)12]~d),.

(3.16)

Then it follows from (3.2) that
(~j(2) = C~e-"/2)x~ p j(),),

(3.17)

where C~ is some constant which we do not bother to calculate. Setting g~ = f . Gj and
taking the (group) Fourier transform we get
0~(2) = f(2) d~().) = C, e - "/2)x~f(2)P1 (2).

(3.18)

Now fix 2. Then under the hypothesis of the theorem we have 0j(2) = 0 forj > k which
in view of(2.11) means that for a.e. z in C~g~(z) = 0 forj > k where we have set g~(z) to
stand for Oj(z, 2) the Fourier transform of g~ in the t-variable.
Recalling the definition of the convolution g1 = f * G1 on ,,'ff~and taking the Fourier
transform in the t-variable we get with the same notation as above

g)(z) = fX *xG~(z),

(3.19)

where the ).-twisted convolution is given by

f X* *G~(z) = j~c. f x(z - w)G )(w)e'(X/:)'=(z.,~) dw"

(3.20)
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f~(z) = fa(2-1121-(1/2)z). Then it follows from the definition of Gj that
(f~.xG})(2-1121-~/2~z)

= C,e-(1/2)x~(f] x q~)(z).

(3.21)

Under the hypothesis of either of the theorems we have ( f l x q3j)(z) = 0 f o r j > k. This
means that f l satisfies the conditions of proposition 11 and consequently f(z, 2) is real
analytic for a.e. 2 as a function of (x,y). But then the set {z:f(z, 2 ) ~ 0} cannot have
finite measure unless f(z, 2)= 0 for a.e.z. This implies f = 0 and hence theorem 9
follows. It is clear that the hypothesis of theorem 10 implies that of theorem 9. Hence
both theorems are proved.

4. Some uncertainty inequalities for the Heisenberg group
In this section we establish a local uncertainty inequality for the Fourier transform on
o~ff, and deduce a global inequality too. As we have remarked in the previoussection
we consider the Fourier transform f(~.) as a family of linear functionals F(2, =) indexed
by (~.,=)eR* x N". From the definition of F(2,=) it follows that

tr(f(2)*f(2)) = ~' IIf(~-)~ II~ ~ IIF(2, =)II 2,
where IIF(2,~)II is the norm of the linear functional
uncertainty inequality of theorem 3 can be written as

(4.1)
F(2,~). In this notation the

~;allF(2, oO,12dp(2)<<.Com(A)2~

(4.2)

In the next theorem we will prove an inequality which is more symmetric in both
variables.
Let v be the counting measure on N" and let a = # x v on R* • N". We now prove
the following inequality. We let Q = (2n + 2) and Iwt 4 = [zl4 + t 2 for w = (z, t)eo~,.

Theorem 12. Given 0el0, 89 for each f eL 1c ~ L 2 ( g , ) and E c IR* x N" with a(E) < oo

one has
f

IIF(A,=)[12d~r~<C~a(E)2O~

If(w)121wl2~

(4.3)

d JC'n

where C o depends only on 0 and Q.
Proof Let r > 0 be a positive number to be chosen later. We write f = g + h where
O(w) = f(w) when Iwl ~< r and 9(w) = 0 otherwise. We then have

(4.4)
Since
110(2)~ II2 ~ 110(2)III1~ II2 = II0(2)II,

(4.5)
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where II0(2)II is the operator norm of 0().) on L2(~ ") and as II0(J-)II ~

IIg II1 we obtain

;E IIO0")O~ll~'da<"a(E)( f ,~. lg(w)ldw) 2

(4.6)

where we have applied Cauchy-Schwarz to get the second inequality.
On the other hand by the Plancherel theorem
fE[I/~O')*~a Ilz2da ~< f , . ,, "~" ]l/~0.)*: IIzZda

(4.7)

= f.. 11/~(2)II~sd~(2)

Ih(w)12dw

= C.
n

= C. f~. Ih(w)[ 2 [wl

I

2OOlwlZ~

<~C.r-2~176

).

Therefore, we have proved the inequality

fr 'lF(2'~O[12da<<'(2Ca(E)r'a-2~176176
(4.8)
Minimizing the right hand side by a judicious choice of r we get the inequality
(4.9)
This completes the proof of the theorem.
As in the case of R" we can now deduce a global uncertainty inequality from the
above local inequality. To state the inequality we need some more notation. Let .~ be
the sublaplacian on the Heisenberg group and let H(2) be the Hermite operator whose
spectral decomposition is given by

H(2) = ~ (2k + n)12lPk(2).
k=O

(4.10)
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For the definition of s we refer to [16] and we remark that when
- A + Ixl 2 on ~". The relation between ~r and H(2) is given by
('2Pf) ^ (2) = f(2) H(2),
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2 = 1, H ( 2 ) =

(4.11)

for any reasonable function f on J r , . We can define any fractional power ~ r by the
equation
(s rf ) " (2) = f(2)(H (2))',

(4.12)

where (H(2)) r is given by the decomposition
(H(2)) y = ~ ((2k +

n)121)YPk(2).

(4.13)

k=O

We can now prove the following global uncertainty inequality for ~ , .
Theorem 13.

For f in L2(~f,), 0 ~<y < Q/2 one has

Ilfll4~K(f,, If(w)12lwlZ~dw)(f~, Is

(4.14)

whereK is a constant,
Before going into the proof of the above inequality the following remarks are in
order. When 7 = 1 the above inequality reduces to

,lfll~ <~g ( f.,~ lf(w)12lwl2dw)( f ~,. l~l/2f(w)12dw)

(4.15)

and this is the analogue of the classical uncertainty inequality for the Fourier transform
on •". The analogy can be seen clearly if we write the inequality (1.2) in the form

Ilfll~<<,K(flf(x)121xl2dx)(fl(-A)ll2f(x)12dx).

(4.16)

The inequality (4.15) is valid even if we replace twi by Izl as was shown in 1-17] and then
a precise value for K can also be obtained.
Now we prove theorem 13. As in the case of the previous theorem the proof is
modelled after the proof in the Euclidean case. Let E, denote the set
E, ={(2, c0:(21c~l + n)[AI ~ r 2 }.

(4.17)

We claim that a(E,) ~< CrQ.To see this we first note that
E,= 0

U {2:(21~t+n)f2[ ~<r'z} • {~}

(4.18)

k = 0 I=l=k

and therefore

a(E,)<<, ~ Z #{2:(2k +n)121<<-r2}9
k = 0 I=l=k

(4.19)
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Since/~ {2:(2k + n)[~.l ~<r 2 } ~< CrQ(2k + n) -~- 1 and EI~I=k 1 ~< C(2k + n)~- 1 we get

a(E,) <<.Cr Q ~ (2k +

~< Cr Q

n) - 2

(4.20)

k=O

and this proves the claim.
Let E', stand for the complement of E, and write
(4.21)

Ilfll 2 = C~ r IIf(,~) 112sd~(A)
dR

= c. f IIF(L~)lled~r

=C.(fE llf(;.)O~ll~d~+fE llf(2)O:ll~,d~)
Applying the local uncertainty inequality to the first integral with 0 = ~/Q < 89and
making use of the claim we obtain

f~, rlf(;t)O~/l~da ~<Cr 2~ f~lf(w)121wl2~dw.

(4.22)

For the second integral one has the following chain of inequalities:
re', ]lf(2)*:lt2dtr ~<r-2' r e ' ((2l~l + n)12l)'llf(2)O•H2dtr

(4.23)

=r-2rf IIf(2)(H(,~)y/2~ll~da
E"

r- ~ ill (~/2 f) ^ (2) ~=~II

=Cr-2~C

d~

I=~i2S(w)12dw"

U ~'%,

Thus we have obtained the inequality

Ilfll2<<,C{r2~flf(w)121wl2~dw+r-2~fl~12f(w)12dw}.

(4.24)

Minimizing the right hand side we obtain

I[fll~<<.K(flfl2twl2'dw)(fl~'/2f(w)12dw).

(4.25)

which proves the theorem.
5. The Euclidean motion group

In this section we shall state and prove an analogue of Hardy's theorem for the
Euclidean motion group, M(2). The group G = M(2) is the semidirect product of
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SO(2)( -~ S 1) and ~2( ,~, C). A typical element of G is denoted by (z, ~) and this element
acts on R 2 as t(z)r(~O where t(z) is the translation by zeC(-~ R 2) and r(~) is the
rotation by an angle ~, 0 ~<~ ~<2~. The multiplication law is given by the composition
of such maps. Haar measure on G is dzdct where dz is Lebesgue measure on C ( ~ R 2)
and d~ is the normalized Haar measure on S0(2)(~-S~). For any unexplained
terminology and notation in this section see [15].
For a~R + =(0, oo), we have the unitary irreducible representation U" of G as
operators in q/(L 2 (S1)) defined by

(5.1)

(Ua(z, ~)t~)(0) = ei(Z'r(O)a>~(O -- 00,

where t~6L2(81), 0~<0~<2n and ( . , . ) is the inner product on ~2. Here one is
identifying a e R + with (0, a)~C. The Plancherel measure/~ on (~ is supported on this
family of representations parametrized by R +, and is given by a da, where da is
Lebesgue measure on R +.
The Fourier transform f of f~L~(G) is a function on R + taking values in
~(L2(S~)), and is defined by

f(a) = US(f) = f

Ua(z, cOf(z, ~)dzd~

(5.2)

M(2)

(the integral interpreted suitably) and therefore we have

( f (a)(a)(O) = f c f so~2)f (z' ct)e'<=''~~ q~(O- ct)dzd~t

(5.3)

for dpeL2(S 1) and 0~[0, 2n).
The following is an analogue of Hardy's theorem for the Euclidean motion
groupM(2):

Theorem 14. Suppose f is a measurable function on G satisfying the following
conditions for some positive constants ~, fl and C:
If(z, 0)l ~< Ce -~1=12,. (z, O)~G,
IIf(a) llHs ~<Ce-Plal2,

(5.4)

a~R+.

(5.5)

If ctfl > 88 then f = 0 a.e.
Remark 15. Since functions on R 2 canbe thought of as functions on G invariant under
right action by SO(2), Hardy's theorem for R 2 shows that 88is the best possible constant.

Proof. For neZ, define ~. on SO(2) as X.(0) = ei"~ It is enough to show that if aft > 1,
z . * f * x , , = 0 for all n,m. This is because if f is a Ll-function (or more generally
a distribution) and x.*f*Xm is zero for all n, msZ, then f is itself zero. A simple
calculation shows that if f satisfies (5.4) and (5.5) then for all n, m, Xn* f * X,. also satisfy
(5.4) and (5.5). For n, meZ, define

L],m(G ) = {g~LX(G):g(r(O)xr(7)) = Zn(O)g(x)zm.(?)
a.e. xeG,

a.e. r(0),r(7)~SO(2)}.
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Observe that if h = z . * f * Zmthen h belongs to L~.,,.(G). Therefore it is enough to prove
the theorem for a function h in L~.,m(G). It is easy to check that if h~L~..m(G) then/~(a)
maps Xm~L2(S1) to a multiple of X. and is zero on the orthogonal complement of Z,.
In fact,

h(a)Zm = (h(a)Zm, Zn)L2(s')Zn,
h(a)zt = 0 for l 4: m.
Therefore
[Ih(a)Ilus = J(h(a)Zm, Z. )L2(sl)I.
Using the transformation property of h, it can be shown that
I(/~(a)Zm, Z, )L2~sl)l = I~lh(r(O)a, ~)1

(5.6)

for a.e. 0 and ~ in [0, 2n) where ~ 1 h denotes the Euclidean Fourier transform of h in
the C( "-- ~2)-variable z. Thus from (5.5) and (5.6) it will follow that:
1~1 h(~, 7) 1~< Ce- al~12

(5.7)

for ~EC(= R z) and a.e. 7 in [0,2n). But h also satisfies (5.4). Using the analogue of
Hardy's theorem for R2(= C) we conclude that h(.,7)= 0 for a.e. 7 in [0,2r0. This
implies that h = 0 a.e.
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